Guidelines for Oral/Poster

GUIDELINES FOR SPEAKERS

The Conference language is ENGLISH.

Each oral presentation will last for 20 minutes: a 15-minute-talk + a 5-minute-discussion.

Convenors will strictly enforce the schedule. You will be stopped if you exceed your time.

The authors are asked to upload their presentations directly in the lecture room before their session starts, typically during the break before their session.

GUIDELINES FOR POSTERS

Your poster should be in A1 (format: portrait) that is to say 841 mm (height) x 594 mm (width).

Authors are asked to put up their posters on the day where their poster session is scheduled and to take them down when session is closed.

Material necessary for attaching the poster to the poster board will be available on-site.

There will be no possibility to make copies or print out of your Poster on-site, so please be prepared.